JUNE JUVENILE FICTION

Broken pride
Call #: J Hunter, Erin
"For generations, the animals of the African plains have followed a single rule: only kill to
survive. But when an unthinkable act of betrayal shatters the peace, the fragile balance
between predators and prey will rest in the paws of three unlikely heroes"--Amazon.com.

Ghost
Call #: J Reynolds, Jason
"Ghost, a naturally talented runner and troublemaker, is recruited for an elite middle school
track team. He must stay on track, literally and figuratively, to reach his full potential"-Provided by publisher.

Middle school mayhem
Call #: J Russell, Rachel Renee
"Max ... faces off with the burglars out to steal from South Ridge Middle School!"--OCLC.

The quest to the uncharted lands
Call #: J Johnson, Jaleigh
"Stella's parents are on the first expedition to the uncharted lands of Solace, but Stella
doesn't want to be left behind. Stowing away aboard the ship, she finds a mysterious boy who is
also hiding, and he's keeping a very big secret. She must decide whether to trust him or risk
the fate of the expedition"--Provided by publisher.

Restart
Call #: J Korman, Gordon
"Chase does not remember falling off the roof, in fact he does not remember anything about
himself, and when he gets back to middle school he begins to learn who he was through the
reactions of the other kids--trouble is, he really is not sure he likes the Chase that is being
revealed, but can he take the opportunity amnesia has provided and restart his life?"--Provided
by publisher.

Rise of the Isle of the Lost
Call #: J De la Cruz, Melissa
"When King Triton's trident enters the Isle of the Lost, Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay devise a plan
to find the magical object before Mal's wicked rival Uma can get her hands on it."--OCLC.

